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FASHIONS
PRODUCT BROCHURE
TAKE A LOOK OUR FLOOR FASHIONS PRODUCT RANGE.

Inspired by you.

INSPIRED
BY YOU
Vista is one of the leading brands in India for high
quality Window Blinds, Laminate Floorings and Awnings.
We offer extensive and beautiful range 8 mm Laminates,12mm
laminates and 14 mm engineered floorings. With over 30 years
of expertise in Window Fashions, Floor Fashions and Outdoor
Lines industry, we strive to bring you the best quality
at most competitive prices.
Our team of designers and trend-experts work daily to ensure that
our products are always tuned to the latest trends and with reliable
global compliance. We have well developed infrastructure & support
systems, adding backward integration processes, commissioning a
number of machines and improving the quality of man-force through
skill-development programs.
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FLOORS INSPIRED BY LIFE

Flooring makes your home. Do you want it to
look warm and cozy? Do you want it to be easy
to maintain? Do you want it to withstand your
lifestyle — kids, pets, guests? Then you need
beautiful flooring lines from Vista.
Maybe you already have wood floors, but
discovered the hard way that not all flooring is
created equal. The flooring option you thought
would be easier to clean is now scratched, worn,
and stained from water spills. You still want the
convenience and rugged beauty of wood floors,
but this time you want something that will last.
Go for Vista’s Flooring range that is
inspired by life!
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LUXURIOUS
LAMINATES

Laminate flooring allows you to enjoy a
wood-like floor without the actual use
of any solid wood in its construction,
allowing it to be more environmentfriendly.
It is made up of 4 primary layers
bonded together under high pressure.
A moisture resistant layer under a
layer of HDF (high density fiberboard)
ensures better life for of products.
This is topped with a high resolution
photographic image of natural wood
flooring. It is then finished with an
extremely hard, clear coating made
from special resin-coated cellulose to
protect the laminate floor.
It is perfect for anyone wanting a
durable floor for a fraction of the
price and installation time of a
hardwood floor, but with the
attractiveness of real hardwood.
Laminate wood floors are easy to
maintain as it doesn’t require any
waxes, polishes, detergents
or abrasive cleaner.
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EXCLUSIVE ENGINEERED

Engineered wood floor represents all the
traditional aesthetics of solid hardwood, with an
innovation of design that makes it even more
versatile! Comprising of several layers, the top
layer being a species of real hardwood, engineered
hardwood flooring is a robust flooring option that
allows you to install your chosen color, cut, finish
and surface texture in areas where solid hardwood
is not recommended.
The core layer of engineered hardwood is made
up of pine and spruce woods, which allows the
engineered flooring to expand and contract with
changing temperature and moisture levels without
affecting your floor, the way a solid hardwood
floor would be affected. Available in colors
ranging from dark chocolate brown color and
walnut, the product allows easy maintenance and
is ideally suited for a house and office.
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BUILT TO LAST

Vista’s flooring range has the look and feel of real
hardwood, with the added durability of a laminate
floor. Its authentic woodgrain texture will give you a
luxurious, rustic look without the hassle of a typical
hardwood floor installation. Refresh your entire
space with a modern floor that's designed to last.
Reliable Durability structure offers a solid feel,
sound absorption and commercially rated wear
protection, it's quality that's guaranteed to last.
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DEPENDABLE QUALITY
For us at Vista, it is all about quality. We are dedicated to
delivering the best options for you. We take great pride in
stocking some of the most well known brands – offering
exceptional products that are designed to last for years. Your
satisfaction is our first priority.

Flooring is specific to every home. This is why we give final
quotes only after we’ve discussed your specific needs, we
analyze your project and we narrow things down to certain
products and certain designs. This guarantees that you’ll get the
best offer and that you’ll have your flooring installed quickly
and hassle-free.

Vista has been offering remarkable products at competitive
prices for the last 30+ years, and we aim to meet all your needs
and budgets. We will price match any of our competitors, offering
a genuine product at a price you’d be thrilled with!
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SCRATCH FREE, WORRY FREE.

Vista’s laminate flooring is extremely durable—it
will not dent, stain or fade, even in high-traffic
areas. Install this flooring in the living room,
entryway and bedroom without worrying about
scratches or scuff marks. With moisture resistance
and heavy-duty laminate, it's a great flooring option
for kitchens and bathrooms, too.
Need a floor that can go toe to toe with your pets or
a practical solution for your rental unit? Whether
you're installing it to protect your home or your
investment, these planks will stand up to whatever
you throw at them.
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EASY TO INSTALL

Fast & Easy Installation With Snap & Lock
Technology, you simply lock planks together
by inserting and folding down each one.
No glue or nails required.

With Vista flooring’s easy installation
system, you won't have to live in limbo or
spend days waiting for your floors to
be ready. These laminate floors comes
together three times faster than traditional
hardwood flooring thanks to the advanced
snap-lock installation system. With preattached foam backer, you'll spend less time
trying to get things to line up just right.
All you'll need to put it together is a tape
measure, carpenter's square, utility knife,
saw, and safety glasses and mask.
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REFLECTS NATURE
With Architectural Remnants, the charm of timeworn
hardwood is recreated in premium-quality laminate
flooring. Each design is a unique interpretation of the
reclaimed wood trend, with stylish colors and striking
surface treatments that mimic hardwood.

Authentic wood looks, superior design technology
creates designs and textures so clear and realistic
looking, the appearance could easily be mistaken
for a reclaimed hardwood.
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ENGINEERED
FLOORING
14 MM
Vista has recently introduced a new
collection of engineered flooring in 14 mm
thickness with top layer of 3 mm that is
made up of real hardwood.
It is installed using the click system method in
the shape of a stylish and aesthetically pleasing
V Groove Edge and completed with a UV
Lacquered Finish.
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ENGINEERED FEATURES

Built To Survive
If your durability concerns are
around moisture, humidity or
temperature, engineered is the way to
go because it’s layered construction
provides a stable core that makes it
less likely to expand, contract or shift
with environmental changes.

Simulates Nature
Imitate the best of nature with Vista
Engineered flooring. We provide the Oak
wood species in engineered wood and have
stuck to the traditional wood colors for
this particular segment, so that you can
savor nature as true to its glory as
possible.

Also its 14mm thickness provides for
extra protection and sturdiness.

Ease of Maintenance

Easy To Install

One of the reasons people love
engineered flooring is that it is
easy to care for. With proper
cleaning and maintenance, your
engineered wood floor should
provide many years of high
quality luster, and durability
to your home.

It is a simple and straight forward
installation method, requiring less
skill and equipment to install the
floor. The planks of flooring click in
to place and lock together so there is
no need for glue, screws or nails.

Cleaning the floor with a damp
cloth is all that it takes to keep
engineered hardwood
looking great for
many years.

The interlocking joints are
machined onto the flooring, and
provide a very tight fit, eliminating
the risk of gaps between the
flooring planks.

Range Dynamics:
SHADES: Available in more than
05 beautiful shades.
Get Inspired
Give life to your floor with our new
collection of Engineered Flooring
that is very close to nature with a
top layer of real hardwood.
Made with the Oak wood species in
thickness 14mm, it is super durable
against moisture, humidity
or temperature.
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HERRINGBONE

12 MM
Rather than planks of flooring, the herringbone
pattern is made up of smaller blocks of flooring
that can be laid in a variety of geometric patterns.
This flooring can immediately transform any
traditional or contemporary space with its
luxurious appeal and distinctive character.
It is ideal for commercial use with heavy traffic.
Vista offers varied Maple shades for this widely
loved flooring. It comes with a long-term warrantee
and can be easily maintained by cleaning with a
damp cloth.
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HERRINGBONE FEATURES

Ready for You
It comes with an AC5 rating. The
common term used to denote the
durability level of laminate flooring
is the Abrasion Criteria or AC rating,
representing a laminate's resistance
to abrasion, impact, stains and
cigarette burns.

Immune to Impact
The Vista Herringbone flooring comes in
a thickness of 12mm for resisting impact
better. It also offers reduced sound
migration, better insulating properties,
softer foot fall, and better bridging of
sub-floor imperfections.

AC ratings also indicate that the
product has been tested for the
effects of furniture legs, castors, and
swelling along its edges.

It also allows for deeper embossing, which
is the secret sauce that gives laminates
their swanky good looks.

Range Dynamics:

The Realistic V Groove

SHADES: Available in more than 07
beautiful colors.

It is installed in the V Group shape,
that looks more real and authentic.
Your floors are meant to be walked
on and lived on. They should feel
good when you walk with bare feet.
V-Groove laminate flooring does that.

The jointing part of V groove
laminate flooring presents “V” shape,
and that’s how the name comes.

The Glue-free Installation
Get Inspired
Transform your space with our
stylish and luxurious Herringbone
Laminate Flooring, that is capable
of bearing the heaviest traffic.
Its distinctive character makes
it peoples' favourite.
With a 12mm thickness, it is
capable of providing a reduced
sound migration and
better insulation.
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The Herringbone flooring is installed
using the 2G Super Click Locking
system, that is a strong and durable
glue-free locking system which is
installed by angling-angling system,
with no installation tools needed.
2G click lock can be combined with
fold-down on the short side and also
can be used both on long and short
sides for angle-angle installation.
This lock system also offers more
pulling strength.
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XXL GRANDE
12 MM
Manufactured in Germany, under the Sensa
and Vista parentage, the XXL Grande Laminate
flooring is parquet on a broad scale.
Make it big with XXL Grande’s generously
long, wide planks and superior artisanship
floors breathing luxury. Featuring traditional
wooden shades, these come under a
warranty of 20 years.
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XXL GRANDE FEATURES
High Traffic Compatible
This flooring comes with a thickness of 12mm. Our 12 mm thick planks are designed to withstand
high traffic and offer a solid feel and stellar sound absorption, and since laminate flooring is not
highly competent at absorbing ambient sound within a room, every little extra bit of thickness helps.
It has nothing to do with wear quality, since the thickness of the wear layer on the 12 mm laminate
is the same as conventional thicknesses.

The ingenuous Megalock
It is installed using the Megaloc system
that is one of the most modern,
ingenuous and easy
flooring locking system solutions. With
Megaloc laminate flooring, the locking
system holds your laminate planks
together.
It is the locking system between planks
that gives the laminate flooring a
smooth and seamless surface that stays
tight for years to come..

The Convex V Groove
It is installed in the V Groove shape.
More homeowners are discovering the
benefits of this type of shape in flooring
and opting for it.
The shape of V-Groove flooring gives it a
more natural look. The convex shape and
rounded edges make it seem like it was
cut from hardwood instead of by a
machine. It is also widely liked because
it’s aesthetically pleasing.

Range Dynamics:
SHADES: Available in more than
10 beautiful colors.

Strongest Wear Layer
The XXL Grande laminate flooring has the wear layer of category AC5, abrasion category 5. The
higher the AC Rating on a laminate floor, the more durable it is in everyday situations. Generally,
laminate flooring rated at AC1 through AC4 is created using Direct Pressure Laminate, while AC5 is
created using High Pressure Laminate.
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Get Inspired
Make your floors speak with this beauty
featuring traditional wooden shades.
The XXL Grande laminate flooring adds
grandeur to the space. While giving a
feeling of luxury with its wide and long
planks, it ensures endurability with a
12mm thickness.
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VINTAGE
12 MM
Vista Vintage Laminate flooring is inspired from
the Luxury European Collection. This laminate
flooring boasts of luxury and excuisite designs.
This flooring is the go to if you want the best.

It can be easily clean wiped with a damp cloth.
Vista provides a 20 years warranty
on this product.
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VINTAGE FEATURES

Sleek And Seamless
It is installed in the square edge format.
A square edge is when each plank meets
squarely, creating a smooth, uniform
surface that pulls everything together.

Ideal For The Busiest Spaces
The Vintage Laminate flooring comes with an AC5 rating, implying
that it can withstand the traffic and general usage of your room.
The AC rating is a testament to the durability of a laminate floor.
These floors are manufactured for the busiest, most high-traffic
commercial uses.

This floor makes for a sleek and seamless
finish, offering a contemporary flair to the
space. With the square edge, each plank has
its own unique look and really seems to pop.

They should handle the kinds of uses common to public buildings,
including government buildings, department stores, shopping
centers and busy bars.

Range Dynamics:
SHADES: Available in more than 07
beautiful colors.

Get Inspired
Bring your floor to life with the luxury
emanating Vintage Laminate flooring. It has
to be a go to if you simply want the best.
This classic product is sure to make your
floor indestructible. With a thickness of
12mm and abrasion rating of 5, it is one
beastly product out there.

For Noise Absorption

A Robust Installation

Our Vintage floorings are 12mm in
thickness. Thickness is one of a few big
decision you’ll make buying laminate.
Thicker laminate makes installation more
forgiving. While thickness isn’t the biggest
factor in durability, it’s a big factor in the
feel of the laminate. 12mm laminate is the
go-to for people who want the closest
thing to hardwood.

The Vintage flooring is installed
following the 2G Click system. 2G is a
strong and robust mechanical
locking system.

If you have a subfloor that is in any way
uneven, or if you live in an apartment or
are flooring an upstairs room and want to
reduce noise in the rooms below it pays off
to choose a thicker laminate.
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The system is preferably combined
with fold-down on the short side
for fastest and easiest installation.
However, it can also be used both
on long and short sides for an
angle-angle installation.
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PREMIUM
8 MM
Vista Premium laminate flooring adds a classic
aesthetic and functionality to the space with it’s
suave and silky smooth surface. Choose from its
stunning styles and classic shades to add that
modern looking charm to your space.

It can be cleaned by merely wiping with a damp
cloth, and comes with a long-term warranty.
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PREMIUM FEATURES

The Happy Medium

Durable against abrasion

Square Edged

8mm are around the average thickness
chosen for laminate flooring, and will
suit everyday household use.

The Premium Laminate flooring belongs to abrasion
category AC4. The Abrasion Criteria or ‘AC’ rating is the
internationally accepted classification of laminate flooring
durability. Laminate AC ratings measure wear resistance.
When buying or specifying commercial laminate flooring
it is vital to understand the product’s suitability for its
intended application or usage class.

The Premium Laminate flooring is installed in the shape
of a square edge. Its jointing part are flat and square after
installation. There are no special traces on the jointing
section and two planks are joined together smoothly and
naturally.

They are not the thinnest products, so
can handle more than light footfall, but
also not so thick as to be able to handle
heavy footfall in busy households.

Click Together Installation
Thanks to the click-together
method, it's easy to install the
Premium Laminate flooring.
With no need for glue, screws
or nails the planks of flooring
click in to place and lock
together, leaving behind no
risk of gaps in the joints.

Range Dynamics:
SHADES: Available in more than 08
beautiful colors.
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SOLIDO
8 MM
This flooring is Vista’s first collaboration with
German flooring manufacturer Sensa. The shades
chosen under this category reflect their European
parentage, with one or two surprises for the
Indian enthusiasts.
This floor is suitable for underfloor heating
systems. While it enhances any décor and lifestyle,
it also is an ideal choice for those who want their
floor to look as close to real wood as possible. It’s
oiled flooring planks feature a scuff and scratch
resistant finish. Vista offers a 15 years warranty
on this product.
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SOLIDO FEATURES

Simulates Hardwood Floor

The Solid Floor

It is set in the V Groove form.
V-groove flooring is a type of laminate
that's designed to offer the appearance
of a hardwood floor by mimicking its
look and feel more closely than other
flooring products.

This laminate flooring comes in the 8mm thickness that tends to be a happy medium amongst other
thicknesses available. It meets the needs of most residential areas, and makes for a quick fix to a
floor issue in any room of your home. The 8mm Solido Perfom & Elite gives you a nice wear layer
with a solid floor to walk on.

V-groove laminate floorboards slot
together very easily, so installation is a
doddle, and they are wallet friendly
compared to most solid wood floors.

Range Dynamics:
SHADES: Available in more than 07
beautiful colors.

Fit For Fitting
This flooring falls in the abrasion
category of AC4, designed for light
commercial use like small shops. The
higher the AC Rating on a laminate
floor, the more durable it is in everyday
situations. AC ratings allow you to
compare products as you shop for the
perfect laminate.

Faster Installation
This laminate flooring is installed using the Megaloc system, that is a leader in laminate locking
systems because of its simplicity. You also don’t have to beat up your new planks while installing
them by using a tapping block. The installation process is also much faster when installing
Megaloc laminate flooring versus buying tools to install other locking systems.
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Get Inspired:

Not having any type of AC rating
indicates they failed to meet the
minimum industry requirements.

Enhance the decor of your space with
oiled planks and European shades of
Vista Solido Perfom & Elite Laminate
Flooring, that looks a lot like real wood.
It is ideal for residential and light
commercial purposes with a foor
thickness of 8mm.
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SITE RECCE
Vista has a team of internal technicians ready
to recce your site with prior appointment from you.
Vista’s technical-commercial executives are available
round the clock to assess the customer's requirements
and work with them, advising on the most suitable solution.

Seamless Executions
With a team of professional installers available
through our nationwide network of specialized retailers,
who are able to distribute and provide assistance
for Vista products, be rest assured of a seamless
execution of your residential of commercial projects.

DEDICATED SERVICES
Design Consultancy
Vista has on it's panel a list of interior decorators,
who are well adept with the art and science of enhancing
interiors. At Vista, these space designers not only keep you
well informed, but also sync in with your ideas to deliver
the best advice.
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These designers offer you a wealth of product and
design knowledge to help you zero-in on the ones that
are best suited for your rooms, their themes, and their
individual specific needs. You can connect with them
to make the best choices for your sweet home.

Built for All

Customised Solutions

A stylish way to deck-up floors of your home.
Vista floor fashions range can be installed on all
types of floor dimensions: Whether it's a 8mm,
12mm, 14mm Engineered Flooring – Vista have
it covered all.

Each project involving Vista products is
unique: there are no “standard” solutions but
flexible products that are adjustable to each
window's specific size requirements. Finish,
colour, size: special, tailored solutions are at the
centre of our everyday work.
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EXPERIENCE
SHADES
To guide you with our products on your demand,
we offer sending you a service personnel with our range
of shade cards, product catalogues, and color guides.
Experience our shade cards in the comfort of your home and
make well informed choices for installing our products in it.
If you are on the hunt for new window dressings, straightaway
call for us and we will make it hassle-free for you
every step of the way.
To arrange an appointment for shade-cards view, please call:

+91-9560 5566 55
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Flexible for You
Each project involving Vista products is unique: there are
no “standard” solutions but flexible products that are
adjustable to each individual architect / interior designer’s
requirements. Finish, colour, size: special, tailored solutions
are at the centre of our everyday work and meeting designer
expectations is our priority.

Dynamic Collaborations
Vista has a team of internal technicians ready to work
alongside you to produce the best solution for each project.
Vista’s technical-commercial executives are always available
to survey project sites to assess the customer or designer’s
canvas and work with them, advising on the most suitable solution.

PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATIONS
Dedicated to Architects and Interior Designers

Project Specific Product Solutions

Vista carries you to the height of your creativity and lets you
indulge in your dreams. Whether you are reimagining spaces
that have always been there or creating something original
from scratch, the versatility, practicality and longevity
of our products will astound you.

A mix of esthetics and functionality, naturalness and
technology where the alternation of full and empty,
transparent and opaque surfaces, alludes to a more fluid
interaction between the indoor and outdoor spaces
of your projects.
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At Your Door-Step

Dedicated Network

It is possible to view the vast range of products
first hand at your door-step, feel the materials,
take advantage of personal assistance and obtain
a detailed estimate of your particular requirements.

With a nationwide network of specialized retailers
who are able to distribute, install and provide assistance
for Vista products around the clock: they are the front line
of local support for designers and serve to ensure technical
advice is always available.
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GET IN TOUCH
WITH US
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CORPORATE OFFICE :
VISTA FURNISHING PRIVATE LIMITED :
J-46, SECTOR 63, Phase III,
GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR
NOIDA - 201307

CUSTOMER CARE CONNECT :
LINE ONE: +91- 9560 5566 55
LINE TWO: +91- 8448 9803 77
E-MAIL: customercare@vfpldesigns.com

LANDLINE NO. :
0120-2406467
0120-2406468

BRANCH ADDRESSES :
MUMBAI :
3116/3117, C – WING, OBEROI
GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI FARMS ROAD
CHANDIVALI , ANDHERI (EAST)
MUMBAI - 400072
CONTACT: 022-28472111

BANAGLORE :
303, AHUJA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3RD FLOOR , KUMARA KRUPA ROAD
BANGALORE - 560001

HYDERABAD :
6-3-853/1, FLAT NO – 501,
5TH FLOOR, MARIDIAN PLAZA LAL BUNGLOW,
AMEERPET, HYDERABAD – 500016

CHENNAI :
NO. 42, 1st FLOOR, SINDHUR PLAZA
MONTIETH ROAD, EGMORE
CHENNAI – 600008

PUNE :
122-123, PATIL PLAZA
NEAR MITRA MANDAL, CHOWK
PARVATI, PUNE – 411009

OTHER STATES PRESENCE :

UTTAR PRADESH, GUJRAT, RAJASTHAN, BIHAR, NORTH-EAST(GUWAHATI)

Vista Furnishings Private Limited
J 46 Sector 63 Noida - 201307, Phone : +91 9560 5566 55 Fax : 0120-2896134, 2897273
Email Id : customercare@vfpldesigns.com, Website : www.vistafashions.com

Inspired by you.

